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classrooms every day.
Through state-wide learning communies and professional networks,
QSITE members:
•
Engage........... students and educators in life-long learning
•
Share.............. ICT challenges, achievements and experiences
•
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•
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ac&ve regional chapters incorporang educators from State,
Independent and Catholic schools, at early, middle and senior
learning phases.
Many QSITE members work within educaonal governing bodies and
service wider educaonal communies.
Daily online conversaons among the QSITE network reveal
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Join the network that explores every opportunity ICTs bring to the
educaon profession…. to you, your students, your colleagues and
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Become a QSITE member today and put the QSITE network and
learning communi&es to work …for you, your students, your
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Editor@QSITE
By Peter Whitehouse

Q

UICK IS IN TROUBLE. This is NOT new. Every
editor of QUICK has struggled to get copy but
we have reduced the number of edi%ons
from 4 to 3 and soon possibly none. As an
organisa%on QUICK is a tangible membership beneﬁt but
without content we do not have that leverage to a*ract
new members or maintain con%nued membership.

from a tourist perspecve.
In travelling the outskirts of Lyon in France we came
upon Croix-Rousse, the silk-weavers district which ﬁgures
signiﬁcantly in the history of digital computers. I took a
bunch of photos for you (as a tourist/editor should):

They say a change is as good as a holiday. They lied.

An enterprising texle manufacturer needed a more
reliable method of controlling looms when they wove
intricate pa,erns in silken brocades. Joseph Jacquard
invented a general-purpose loom that could be
controlled via a sequence of punched cards – each card
represenng a single pass of the shu,le through the
we/, or “instrucon”, which was the basis of pa,ern
formaon. Holes in
the card (1’s) were
read via an ingenious
spring-loaded wire
ﬁnger array,
connected to threads
that needed to be
li/ed in the warp
before the we/
thread was added.
Controlling this
process manually was
not much fun, the
demand for
increasingly complex
designs and business
melines meant families lived and died around their
looms whereas a Jacquard loom did the complex stuﬀ
automacally.

Having recently returned from some long service leave
abroad, I have a greater appreciaon for the many and
varied cultures of Turkey, Italy, Greece and France – albeit

The silk industry hated this inventor inially, entrenched
as it was with a much more manual method of weaving,
the coming mechanisaon meant job loss, yada yada

YOU CAN HELP. You are surrounded by a personal
learning network, you and your PLN are doing
interes%ng things in the classroom – how can you not be
amidst the breath of fresh air that is Digital
Technologies? QUICK is about classroom stories, warts
and all. Your stories make GREAT reading. We, the
members of QSITE need to hear about things that are
working, those that did not, %ps, tricks, resources – all
those things we used to be so good at sharing.
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED to either personally contribute
or encourage someone you know to contribute an
ar%cle. Talk to us, we can help you bring the idea to
ar%cle status. Do not assume someone else is already
doing this, we have NO regular ﬂow of content. We have
had very few ar%cle submissions in the last year or so,
and although we celebrate the writers who o6en come
forward, all too o6en they are the same voices –
DIVERSITY IS A STRENGTH.
What can YOU do to help our organisa%on? Please
consider contribu%on and encourage others to do the
same. Without your support, QUICK will be no more. If
you value QUICK, help us keep publishing it, please.
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<insert same old story with a
happy ending here>. This
encoded method of control
revoluonised many things,
including Census processing (via
Herman Hollerith, a later
“borrower” of the idea) and
indeed my ﬁrst ever interacon
with computers in ﬁrst year
University – mark sense cards,
encoding Pascal programming
for a PDP11 meshared digital
computer.

game-making spaces for junior
student. As a long-me advocate
of virtual environments I found it
interesng that the community
aspects of all of these plaEorms
connue to be compelling.

In our high-tech world it is
somemes really interesng to
look back at origin stories. I am
ﬁlled with wonder to think that
my GPS-aware WiFi digital
camera (a fancy ny digital
computer with CCD that could
take perfectly good photos
without me) was in some way descended from this loom.
This edion of QUICK contains much to reﬂect upon.
Our feature arcles contain some interesng Game-Based
learning invesgaon undertaken by Ma,hew Jorgensen,
comparing Kodu game Lab, Project Spark and Minecra/ as

Peter Albion looks at
Computaonal Thinking in general
and coding in parcular and
throws an interesng light on
what has been touted as the “new
literacy” by bringing up a number
of interesng historical
precedents. Shane Skillen throws
an interesng spin on Design
Thinking, something we will all
need to come to grips with as an
important component of the
Digital Technologies Syllabus.
Members will also read about a
plethora of PD opportunies and our annual QSITE
Conference, this year to be held in Townsville. We hope
to see you all there for what is shaping up to be another
terriﬁc opportunity to meet, greet and share.
Peter Whitehouse

QSITE 2015 STATE CONFERENCE
VENUE: St Margaret Mary’s College
Crowle Street, Hermit Park,
Townsville QLD
23 - 25 September
The Call for Papers now open.
Submit online at:
hp://moodle.qsite.edu.au/qmoodle/index.php
Submissions close on 28 August 2015.
Conference enquiries to
Chrise Schmid
chriseschmid@westnet.com.au
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Online registraon is now open at
www.qsite.edu.au/2015
Register now to get Early Bird prices
before 28th August
Registraon enquiries to
Lyn Allsop
QSITE Execuve Oﬃcer
oﬃce@qsite.edu.au
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President@QSITE
Janet Cochrane
President QSITE
President’s Report

H

ere we are six months into the year already.
The QSITE board have been busy with a
signiﬁcant number of acvies occurring
across the state – and many more planned.
On the broader naonal scale there is also a wide range
of acvity underway. We’ve tried to collate the PD
opportunies into a Term calendar to make it easier for
you to idenfy what’s happening in your area – take a
look at the centre pages of this journal.

highlighted in the ACS Digital Pulse Report, “Women are
signiﬁcantly underrepresented in the Australian ICT sector
compared to the wider professional workforce, comprising
around one-quarter of all ICT workers.” (p.11 ACS, 2015).
Knowing this, and knowing the importance of fostering a
developing interest in students at an early age, this
research project and associated outcomes have the
potenal to go some way towards addressing this
disparity.

The biggest event for us is, of course, the much
ancipated State Conference in Townsville from 23 – 25
September. Chrise, Norena, Liz and Trish have been very
busy puMng together a packed program for us. For those
of us who have been suﬀering with the winter chill, the
prospect of some warmth is very encing. The
conference is in the middle of the holiday period so you
have plenty of me to take in the tropics either before or
a/er. I hope to see you there.

In the next few weeks QSITE members and friends will be
invited to visit the project website and contribute your
ideas and challenges around this important topic. The link
for this will be disseminated through the Community and
Members discussion lists. I encourage you to submit your
ideas. Following a short period of me for gathering of
ideas, we will be asked to parcipate in a focused
exploraon on one or two of those ideas. The ulmate aim
will be, through a feedback process, to idenfy worthy or
valuable ideas that have potenal to evolve into bigger
projects with a view to submiMng these to Digital Careers
for possible funding and implementaon in 2016.

In June the Australian Computer Society (ACS) released
the Australia’s Digital Pulse Report. This report goes into
some detail around the future state of the Digital
Economy and highlights the associated challenges of
digital skills, educaon and jobs. The report makes it
quite clear that there will be signiﬁcant future demand
for students with a diverse range of ICT skills however the
current enrolment rate in ICT related courses is declining.
Of note is the posive response to this from the Federal
Government with Malcolm Turnbull launching the report.
I encourage you to take the me to read the report and
develop your own narrave for use when advocang for
your subject during staﬀ meengs or subject selecon
opportunies.
The Digital Careers research project into girls’
parcipaon in school compung is underway with the
literature review currently being developed. As

A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of meeng with Kay
Lembo and a few of the Queensland STEM Educa%on
Network (QSEN) Oﬃcers. Kay is in the early stages of
pulling this excing project together and QSITE are looking
forward to being involved as it develops. Thank you to Kay
who has provided us with an overview of the project for
inclusion in the journal. We will connue to disseminate
informaon through the list as it arises.
As I write this report the latest group of ACCE Study Tour
parcipants will be slowly recovering from their jetlag.
Marn Levins led the tour this year and by all accounts it
was certainly very successful with everybody having the
opportunity to visit, meet and engage with people and
places they would never have been able to had they been
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on their own. The Study Tours have been running for
nearly 10 years, with every year bringing new
opportunies. There have been many Queenslanders
parcipang in the past and it would be great to see
more again in the future. Having parcipated in two
tours, I can vouch for the valuable learning experience
they bring. I encourage you to start thinking now about
signing up for next year’s tour.
Chapter Round Up
Six months into the year already and QSITE members
have been able to access a wide variety of professional
learning opportunies across the state. Each of the
chapters has developed programs to meet the needs of
members in their areas as well as to foster interest for
new members.
Far North Queensland Chapter is supporng schools in
preparaon for the Grand Prix Robocs compeon to
be held in August at Bentley Park State College. In
addion to this, they have been working with Adobe to
schedule a number of workshops in the area.
Townsville Chapter is hosng the State Conference on
23-25 September this year. It will be held at St Margaret
Mary’s College. This is shaping up to be a great event
with some excellent workshops locked in already. In
preparaon for this, the chapter has a wide range of
acvies scheduled to whet the appetes of the locals.
People can select from a couple of Apple workshops in
July, Adobe workshops in August, and the possibility of a
Robocs event in the near future as well. In addion to
this, Townsville will be embarking on their ﬁrst
TeachMeet event on 28 July following a similar process
to that used successfully by Gold Coast Chapter.
Rockhampton Chapter has had a busy start to the year
with their Interacve Learning User Group workshops.
These are set to connue throughout the rest of the
year. In addion to the ILUG workshops other planned
acvies include professional development sessions at
the upcoming Principal’s Twilight Conference.
The Toowoomba Chapter kicked oﬀ this term with an
online professional development session in the form of a
webconference with Julie King, sharing the latest
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informaon about the Digital Technologies Curriculum.
Next term sees the RoboGals event followed soon a/er
by a Maths and IT professional development acvity in
conjuncon with USQ.
The Sunshine Coast Network has been very acve with a
range of professional development acvies focusing on
developing teachers’ knowledge of the Digital
Technologies Curriculum. This has been made possible
with a Google Grant that they were lucky to pick up.
Acvies are planned throughout the rest of the year.
Gold Coast Chapter have been exploring new ways of
running professional development acvies. They are
now up to their fourth TeachMeet event with a fantasc
array of topics being explored each me. More recently
they held a family day where students were teaching
their parents how to use MineCra/. This was quite
successful and has given us all food for thought.
The Brisbane Network has also been busy with a program
of professional learning acvies on oﬀer for members.
These include acvies focusing on the eﬀecve use of
iPads, and an Introducon to Scratch. Coming up in the
next term are two great opportunies: a Lego Robocs
workshop and a Digital Technologies Forum to be held at
QUT.
And ﬁnally, the ACCE2016 Commi,ee is well and truly in
the throes of planning for the naonal conference from
29 September – 2 October. This is an excellent
opportunity for you to a,end a naonal conference in
our own state. Call for papers and early bird registraons
will start to appear in the next few months – keep an eye
out on the lists for these. In the meanme:
Mark the dates in your calendars
Submit your PD request to the budget commi,ee at
your school
Consider presenng a workshop – get your ideas
together
I look forward to catching up with as many of you as
possible at the conference in Townsville. It will be a great
opportunity to unwind and refresh in preparaon for the
ﬁnal term of the year.
Janet Cochrane
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Kodu Game Lab vs Project
Spark vs Minecra6
By Ma,hew Jorgensen

G

ame based learning has been a part of any
good teacher’s arsenal since the dawn of
me. A simple example is playing memory to
improve a student’s recall and concentraon.
In series 4 of The Wire, ex-cop Roland Pryzbylewski joins
the teaching profession and engages a downright hosle
and belligerent class of disadvantaged drug hustlers by
leMng them play their street corner dice games so that
they can learn percentage and probability. GBL via a
digital device has permeated the classrooms of the world
and engaged students to learn through, by and with play.
According to Dewer (2014) ‘play may funcon as an
important, if not crucial, mode for learning.’ Sit any child
in front of a computer and they will no doubt rather play
games rather than type up their informaon report.

Gaming is huge and most students play digital games on
their phones, tablets, computers or game consoles
weekly if not daily. So let’s take a look at how we can
leverage the love of gaming into a learning experience
by proﬁling three very popular and creave computer
games that are diﬀerent from the rest.
Let’s start with Kodu Game Lab, a visual-programing tool
that has links to Logo and Alice, and is so user friendly
that I have used it with Year Three students. To create
the ‘Kode’ necessary for acon to occur, users create a
string of <condion> <acon> lines using pieces of a
Kode pie.

5
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Acon choices are limited to the exisng list of les, but you can see that students are learning a very basic element of
programming which is ‘if that, then this’. This visual programming paradigm is not new but allows for a wide scope of
possibilies and engages the user to think logically in order to make each line perform the desired task. Rather than
users just playing a game, they are creang a game with objects that perform what they want in an environment that
they have created.

There are a variety of objects from which users can choose, and they can be customised in terms of appearance and
interacvity. One excellent opon is to make an object ‘creatable’. For example, insert a rock onto the world and
make it invisible. Programme the rock to score A1 when it sees Kodu coming along. When the ‘creatable’ Canon
receives the score A1, it will spawn and start shoong Kodu. Teleporng from one locaon to another involves a
similar process. Having students work together to create the Kode, ﬁx bugs and share new knowledge with others is a
massive educaonal plus for Kodu Game Lab, especially in the Primary age groups.

Creavity is another major feature of Kodu GL. Users can make their own worlds using basic terraforming tools, and
can even add aquac environments (with swell!). Students can see a clear correlaon with Minecra/ here as the
raised secons are very blocky. The photo below shows a Year Five student’s pixel art created with the Ground Brush,
displaying creavity which one could argue displays Redeﬁnion on the SAMR Model.

6
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Paths can be added so that objects have a ﬁxed track upon which they move back and forth. One Year Four student
created a ‘Wisp’ that moved on a path to show the player where to go to complete the mission. Another student
created a Boss Enemy that moved along a defensive path at the end of the game to make that ba,le more interesng.
To summarise, Kodu GL is an excellent entry-level game creator for Windows 7 and 8 operang systems. Students
engage with it instantly and there is a good range of supporng videos, tutorials and downloadable worlds that can be
used to learn the tool. I purchased the Kindle version of Kodu for Kids by James Floyd Kelly, which supports beginners
through to experts and has tutorials for four sample games. The truth is, even though Kodu seems fairly basic and
easy, there is complexity in the funcons that it can perform and the acons that the objects can execute. On top of
that, the creavity involved with planning, designing, producing, tesng and publishing a ﬁnished game or interacve
experience is unique to each maker. Using Kodu allows for quick and impressive results with a small amount of me
devoted to learning the actual tool.
Project Spark is the older sibling to Kodu, and if Kodu is a Year Five student, then Project Spark is about 42 years old,
has 3 degrees and is CEO of a Fortune 500 company. This is some serious so/ware. Only available on Windows 8 and
weighing in at a he/y 3 GBs to download, Spark will blow your mind. It is an Xbox One world generator that allows the
user to do pre,y much the same as Kodu but on a much grander scale. Think Mad Max 1 compared to Mad Max 4.
Users need a logged in Xbox One account to access the game and this will cause issues in a school context.

Spark uses Kode to programme the ‘Brains’ that make the objects interact and terraforming tools to create the
environments, so the step up from Kodu is not without a great deal of familiarity. However, the things that you can do
with Project Spark are almost limitless, and it has a thriving community of makers who create and share their games.
Team Dakota are driving the development of Spark and provide an educaon broadcast on Twitch TV every Tuesday
US me. They also play the games cra/ed by the community and deliver tutorials on speciﬁc elements of Spark.
Players get credits for training, playing and creang which can be used to purchase items and packs from the
Marketplace.

7
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First me users are trained via a comprehensive in-game tutorial process. This will explain Project Spark and how it
works so that students will be able to create a viable game or interacve experience when ﬁnished. The creaon
process is impressively scaﬀolded so that the user has a number of diﬀerent ways to create games unl they are
conﬁdent enough to complete the process without support.

Brian Perry, Project Spark’s Community Engagement Manager, was brought onto Team Dakota a/er sending many
hours creang with Project Spark in his own me. ‘Project Spark was developed by Microso/ as a full creaon engine
that is understandable and approachable for everyone. The so/ware uses an updated version of Kodu as its scripng
and development language, a unique terrain engine that allows you to sculpt your world in real-me and a brain-base
object system that gives you the ﬂexibility to bring any object in your world to life.
The sheer variety of games that are able to be made with Spark is a major plus. Side-scrolling plaEorms, puzzles, ﬁrstperson shooters, spaceship quests and racing games are all possible. You can even have up to four people creang a
game at one me. This tool is made to impress on the Xbox so it is visually stunning.

8
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Compared to Kodu GL, Project Spark feels so much more technically and visually spectacular. It is a triumph for game
aesthecs; a comprehensive beast that is at mes overwhelming in terms of opons. The training is a necessary
process, but starng with Kodu GL and then moving into Spark helps to make connecons with the creaon tools. As
for use in educaon, Spark again can be used to teach basic compung concepts and game design. Brian points out
that ‘Project Spark is well suited for the classroom because it was built as a tool that anyone ages 8 to 80 could enjoy
and learn from. The visual scripng language of Kodu makes it easy for students to follow along with coding. The
shortcuts we allow you to use in Kode makes it so you can create a player you control with movement with just two
Kode les.
Project Spark has successfully been taught in the classroom for the past year with students ages 8-16. We have worked
with schools to develop training modules that ﬁt with age groups and educators have connued to expand Project
Spark’s presence in their classrooms as they’ve seen the fantasc results. Project Spark’s easier interface and scripng,
along with its complete development package have made it an ideal candidate for educaon.
Like Kodu GL, there are beneﬁts for logical thinking, problem solving, social construcvism, creavity, persistence,
ﬂexibly thinking, accuracy, a,enon to detail and communicang with precision. Both tools allow for text-based
communicaon amongst the objects, which can enable a narrave thread and an interacve ‘choose your own
adventure’ style game. Let’s just see where Windows 10 and Hololens take Project Spark in the near future.
Minecra6 is totally diﬀerent from the two Kode-based tools above. It is not a game making tool, although you can
make games with it. In terms of acceptance into educaon, schools, classrooms and even Learning Areas, Minecra/ is
leading the race. Its simplicity engages students instantly, and the two modes of survival and creave cater for
diﬀerent styles of play. The community and culture are very strong and the users have generated excellent support
materials for new users.

9
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Everyone has heard of Minecra/ and if you do a straw poll at your school, upwards of 60% have played Minecra/ and/
or have an account. It’s kind of a big deal. With mods like ComputerCra/, which adds computers, monitors, turtles
and modems into a Minecra/ world, teachers can use Minecra/ EDU to safely implement Minecra/ in the classroom.
ComputerCra/ allows students to write code and simulate systems in a Minecra/ world. Minecra/ EDU is a
subscripon based soluon for Minecra/ in schools, and allows for a ghter control of student use. We could go on
forever about so many elements of Minecra/, but I will focus on the educaonal potenal from here on.
Tim Wicks from BuddyVerse Minecra/ Camps has seen the learning beneﬁts ﬁrst hand. Le/ to their own devices kids
will have a lot of fun on Minecra/, and it has a lot of scope to be beneﬁcial too. Educators are even using it to meet
curriculum outcomes. I recently spoke to a Grandfather whose grandson had passed his ﬁrst year in Robocs at
university. He said he breezed through 1st year electronics because of the depth of learning he had on Minecra/.

Minecra/ has obvious links to Lego due to the blocky aesthecs and snap-to-grid creaon process. It therefore
enables the maker in all of us to create structures and architecture that can be potenally amazing. There are some
truly unbelievable construcons located on Minecra/ servers all over the globe, such as King’s Landing from Game of
Thrones and Minas Tirith from Lord of the Rings. These can be found at h,p://on.mash.to/1Hw98oB. So, in this
context we can see arsc value in Minecra/ which can be linked to History and Geography. Minecra/ Homeschool
oﬀers a course on the 7 Wonders of the Ancient World, which are all recreated using Minecra/.

10
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A/er spending 10 minutes playing Minecra/, you can see that everything is based on Mathemacs. The blocks are
1m2, the days are 10 minutes long, users collect up to 64 of each item and to cra/ tools in Survival mode, the four
operaons are needed. The spaal awareness that is developed with using geometry is obvious. Minecra/ has
rollercoaster parts that can be used to invesgate scienﬁc concepts such as gravity, acceleraon and energy, and
students can recreate circuits controlling mechanisms using the valuable Redstone resource.

(Source: mincra/forum.net)
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So not only does Minecra/ oﬀer students a world in
which they can create and interact, it also enables
simulaons of complex processes and phenomenon to be
conducted in an environment that engages students.
There are many mods and worlds that can be ulised to
facilitate diﬀerent educaonal outcomes, such as School
Mod, Mathlandia and Wonderful World of Humanies.
Coupled with a safe server soluon such as Minecra/
EDU or BuddyVerse, individual teachers or schools can
deliver learning through Minecra/ and capitalise on the
engagement that it fosters in all students.
Tim Wicks has seen beneﬁts for those children who are
on the Ausm spectrum. ‘The thing is when they are in
Minecra/ and they are experts in parcular areas of
Minecra/, that is valued by their peers, and we see that
in the BuddyVerse Minecra/ Camps, we see that they are
the people others go to for advice to do things. To give
you an example; there was a student who basically
created a calculator in Minecra/ so when you push the
number 1 bu,on and the plus sign together with the 2
bu,on, you would actually see number 3 light up. A very
basic calculator that used circuitry or Minecra/ in game
circuitry to create it.’
Microso/ bought Minecra/ for $2.5 billion USD, and they
aim to bring to educaon in a big way. The new h,p://
educaon.minecra/.net/ website has just launched and
promises to help teachers use Minecra/ in the
classroom.
What is Minecra' in educa(on? Minecra' in educa(on
is a way to teach, learn and inspire. It’s students visi(ng
ancient civiliza(ons to create and play out their own
stories. It’s exploring mathema(cal concepts like
perimeter, area, and volume by breaking and placing
Minecra' blocks. It’s prac(sing collabora(on, problem
solving, digital ci(zenship, and leadership skills through
crea(ve thinking and innova(ve design. Minecra' in
educa(on is teachers and students inspiring each other
to change the way we learn.
(Source: h*p://educa%on.minecra6.net/)
I’ll be the ﬁrst to admit I have just scratched the surface
here, especially with Minecra/. QSITE has a number of
Minecra/ devotees who are constantly looking for ways
to bring it into the learning process, so join the mailing
group and ask a queson or two. My advice for those of
you brave enough to delve into these tools is to start
with a lunch me group and let the students teach you.
Set some basic tasks and solve problems together. If a
student ﬁnds a soluon to a task, ask the others to do it a
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diﬀerent way. Spend some me learning how the tool
works and create something! Minecra/ is well
supported on the net and some of your students have
probably even made their own videos. Kodu GL is
supported through the app and online, and Project
Spark has a comprehensive tutorial inbuilt. Bring your
principal in to have a look at what you are doing and
have a conversaon about geMng it into the classroom.
The Kodu Kup is a massive event in Europe, and I have
just started to ini(ate an ANZ version for 2016. If you
would like to be involved, please email
ma@jorganiser.com.au for more informa(on.

Ma*hew Jorgensen
Ma2hew is a teacher on the Gold Coast and QSITE Gold
Coast Chapter Chair. He is a Microso6 Innovave
Educator Expert and Master Trainer interested in GBL
with Scratch, Kodu, Project Spark and Minecra6, as well
as visual programming and online blended learning.
Tim Wicks is the owner of BuddyVerse, a Minecra6
server soluon for schools and Minecra6 camp provider.
Tim has just ﬁnalised a new BuddyVerse launcher to
make it easier for schools to access the safe BuddyVerse
server. Tim can be reached at m@thinkﬁzz.com.au.
Brian Perry is on the Project Spark Community
Engagement Team, based in Sea2le. He is an avid
gamer and was recruited to Team Dakota a6er engaging
with Project Spark as a user. Brian can be reached
through Twi2er (@proj_spark).
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Professional Development in QSITE Chapters
Townsville

Townsville Apple Workshops (in conjuncon with CompNow) – presented by Paul Shaw
Monday 27 July
Morning Workshop - Publishing Interacve Content with iBooks Author
A/ernoon Workshop - Customising Learning with iTunesU
A/er School Workshop - Learning with iPads
Tuesday 28 July
Morning Workshop - Reaching all Learners
A/ernoon Workshop - Engaging All Learners
A/er School Workshop - Becoming an Administrave Power User
The venue for these workshops is Holy Spirit School. The day workshops will be run as CompNow, and the
a/er schools ones as QSITE Townsville.
Townsville TeachMeet – lead by Tammy Haupt (a local Head of Curriculum)
Tuesday 28 July
The venue will be Townsville RSL
hps://www.facebook.com/events/1407432102917048/

Rockhampton This PD will be oﬀered at Rockhampton High School on 3rd August
For Term 3 we are moving our ILUG workshops to coincide with the Principal’s PD Twilight Conference.
We are also partnering with BEAQ for the evening.
We will oﬀer 5 sessions:
•
iPad/Google Apps (TBC)
•
Google Forms for Easy Marking
•
IWB’s for beginners
•
Spreadsheets 102
•
Animated GIFs in Photoshop
Toowoomba

Digital Technologies:
The Toowoomba chapter hosted an online professional development session with Julie King from ACARA on ICT
and the Australian Curriculum. She discussed ICT as a general capability as well as the Digital Technologies strand.
As a follow up later this year there will be a discussion session with QCAA representave Kerri Gorman presenng
the elaboraons recently published on the QCAA website and ﬁelding quesons from teachers from a
Queensland perspecve about Digital Technologies. The date for the webinar will be adversed once conﬁrmed.
RoboGals:
Robogals Toowooomba is a student-run organisaon that aims to engage schoolgirls between the ages of 4 and
18 in engineering and computer science topics, with the long-term goal of increasing female enrolment and
parcipaon in computer science, engineering and technology terary degrees and careers. We are expecng to
co-host a PD event for teachers locally. A date for this event is yet to be set.
RALﬁe - Remote Access Laboratories for Fun, Innova%on and Educa%on
Goal - This project will research innovave ways to build and use Remote Access Laboratory systems in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) educaon. Speciﬁcally a peer to peer networking approach to both
technical and pedagogical aspects of their use will be researched. During semester two we are expecng to host a
PD session for teachers using the remote access lab. This PD is planned for Term 3 2015.
USQ Maths Teachers Professional Development Day (Toowoomba)
This year QSITE Toowoomba chapter will be a major sponsor of the event. This PD is an opportunity for school
Mathemacs Teachers to extend their knowledge, gain a useful insight into how Maths is applied in a range of
ﬁelds and network with peers. This event will be held at USQ on November 24th 2015.

Brisbane

Date and Time: Tuesday July 28 - 4:30pm-7pm
Event: QSITE/QUT Teachmeet
Loca%on: QUT – Level 6 Atrium, Science and Engineering Centre (P Block)
2 George Street, Gardens Point Campus, Brisbane
Cost: $5
Eventbrite registraon link will be adversed to QSITE-Community list approx. 2 weeks prior to event.
Open to members and non-members.
Date and Time: Monday July 27 - 3.45pm – 5.45pm
Event: Lego Robocs Workshop
Loca%on: Ipswich Girls Grammar School
Cost: $25 QSITE members $55 Non-members
Registraon www.qsite.edu.au
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Professional Development on the Sunshine Coast
July 31-August 1 – Digital Technologies Skills Expo (Primary)
Aim: To familiarise primary school teachers and preservice primary teachers from across the SE QLD region with technologies
and skills that may be used in the new Digital Technologies course.
KEYNOTE:
Drs Katrina Falkner and Rebecca Vivian from CSER (Uni of Adelaide) will be launching the 2015 version of the
Digital Technologies F-6 MOOC which was undertaken by over 3000 teachers last year. (h,ps://csdigitaltech.appspot.com/
course)
In addion to the MOOC, we will also be running the following workshops:
• ScratchJR
• Scratch
• iPads with Bob Rodgers - for both P-2 and 3-6
• Blockly
• Kodu
• Unplugged for both P-2 and 3-6
• Bebras
• Ozobots
For Sunshine Coast schools, a $200 subsidy to cover TRS for Friday (July 31) is available for classroom teachers. Details of how
to claim the subsidy will be provided at the Skills Expo. Session mes are: Friday 9.00am-3.30pm (Registraon from 8.30am),
and Saturday (8.30am-12.00pm)
Lunch and refreshments will be provided on both days.
PLUS FREE 1 HOUR SCHOOL LEADERS SESSION for Principles, DPs and HOCs (Friday 10.45) with presenters including:
•
Mal Brough MP - Opening address
•
Drs Katrina Falkner and Rebecca Vivian from CSER - 2015 Digital Technologies MOOC P-6
•
Digital Careers - Why the Digital Technologies course is so important
•
QCAA - Current status of planning of course documents and development of resources, including C2Cs
NOTE: All Skills Expo a,endees will automacally a,end this presentaon and do not need to buy a separate cket.
These professional development acvies are funded via a grant provided by Google.
Preservice teachers are welcome to include the Skills Expo as part of their Wider Field Experience.
To book, visit: h,ps://digtechexpo2015.eventbrite.com.au

Semester 2 - Dates to be conﬁrmed- Skills Workshops (Secondary)
Two workshops to be run at University of the Sunshine Coast to cover the following topics:
web technologies
Python programming

Computa(onal Thinking
It's available online for enrolment now and free. And it's for teachers of every discipline.
hps://computa(onalthinkingcourse.withgoogle.com/preview
The goal of this course is to help educators learn about computaonal thinking (CT), how it diﬀers from computer science, and
how it can be integrated into a variety of subject areas. As a course parcipant, you will increase your awareness of CT, explore
examples of CT integrated into your subject areas, experiment with examples of CT-integrated acvies for your subject areas,
and create a plan to integrate CT into your own curricula.
The course is divided into ﬁve units, each focusing on the following:
• Introducing Computaonal Thinking: What is CT? - What is computaonal thinking, where does it occur, why should you
care, and how is it being applied?
• Exploring Algorithms - Walk through examples of algorithms used in your subject area. Recognize why algorithms are
powerful tools to increase what you can do and that technology can be useful for implemenng and automang
algorithms.
• Finding Pa,erns - Explore examples of pa,erns in various subjects and develop your own processes for approaching a
problem through pa,ern recognion.
• Developing Algorithms - Increase your conﬁdence in applying the computaonal process to a given problem and recognize
how algorithms can arculate a process or rule.
• Final Project: Applying Computaonal Thinking - Create a statement of how computaonal thinking applies to your
subject area and a plan to integrate it into your work and classroom.
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K-12 teachers from all school sectors are welcome
to these free professional learning opportunies by
Adobe Educaon.
Curriculum focus :
Managing Mul%modal Text & Crea%vity within the
Australian Curriculum with Adobe
Learn how to manage Mul%modal Text & Crea%vity
within the Australian Curriculum with the industry
leader in digital crea%vity. Learn about QCE credits for
Adobe Cer%ﬁca%on.
Register via - h,p://j.mp/adobe-qld2015
great mix of presentaons and workshops led by Dr Tim
Kitchen and Richard Turner-Jones from Adobe
In associaon with QSITE, Data#3 & XCERIO

Gold Coast
Monday August 3, 2015
Marymount College
261-283 Reedy Creek Road, Burleigh Waters, QLD
Two %me op%ons
12.30 pm to 4.00 pm – A/ernoon event
4.30 pm to 8.00 pm – Twilight event
Cairns
Thursday 6th August, 2015
Cairns School of Distance Educa%on
Hoare Street, Manunda, QLD
8.30 am – 3.00 pm – Day event
Forest Lake
Tuesday August 18, 2015
Forest Lake State High School
16 High Street, Forest Lake QLD
Two %me op%ons
12.30 pm to 4.00 pm – Day event
4.30 pm to 8.00 pm – Twilight event

Cybersafety web conferences for students, parents and teachers
Queensland state school students, teachers and parents are invited to hear from cybersafety experts in web conferences held
from Wednesday 22 July to Friday 24 July.
The cybersafety topics covered, depending on age groups, include safe photo sharing, online gaming and online privacy.
Register for the web conferences at hp://wired.ivvy.com/event/DF01/agenda
Wednesday, 22 July 2015 9:15 AM - 10:00 AM Online gaming for primary school students
Playing games online can be plenty of fun, especially with other players. But it is also important to think about protecng your
personal informaon to ensure you are safe.
It’s best to set up your proﬁle to be as private as possible. Use a nickname instead of your real name, use an avatar instead of a
picture of your face, and never share your address or date of birth with people online.
Thursday, 23 July 2015 9:15 AM - 10:00 AM Safe photo sharing for primary school students
It is important to be careful when sharing photos online. All of the photos that you share can easily be accessed anywhere,
anyme, online.
That’s why it’s a good idea to make sure that anything you upload or share is suitable for anyone to see. Make sure you use
computers and other devices with the right idea in mind.
Friday, 24 July 2015 - 9:15 AM - 10:00 AM Online security
The informaon you display on social media proﬁles can open yourself up to privacy issues.
If your personal informaon is visible to the public, it is possible for them to record your details and use them for sinister
purposes.
Understanding the importance of your safety when you’re online, and knowing how you share your informaon will produce
posive experiences online.
Friday, 24 July 2015 1:45 PM - 2:30 PM - Safe photo sharing for secondary school students
Social media apps like Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook allow you to share photos with anyone in the world. You have
experiences you want to share with your friends and family, but what could happen if these kinds of features were to be
misused?
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VENUE
St Margaret Mary’s College
Crowle Street, Hermit Park
Townsville QLD
The Call for Papers is now open.

23 - 25 September 2015 - TOWNSVILLE
The QSITE State Conference is a chance to meet, greet and
share experience. We are all working towards "Mee%ng the
Challenge" of pedagogy and curriculum in a digital context.

Submit online now at:
hp://moodle.qsite.edu.au/qmoodle/
index.php
Submissions will close on 28 August 2015.

Whether you are an experienced teacher, teacher educator,
Conference enquiries
curriculum leader, beginning or student teacher you will beneﬁt
Chrise Schmid
from the wide range of available sessions, keynote presenta%ons
chriseschmid@westnet.com.au
and workshops to provide you with new ideas, new perspec%ves
and maybe a few new friends.

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION PRICES - register by 28 AUGUST!
Conference Strands
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Digital Technologies
ICT General Capabili%es
BYOD / 1:1
Senior IT Subjects
Enhancing Teaching and Learning
with ICTs

Why should teachers and school leaders a*end?
⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒

The conference will be of beneﬁt to
⇒ Primary & Secondary Teachers
⇒ School Leaders
⇒ ICT Coordinators
⇒ Network Managers
⇒ Teacher-Librarians
⇒ Teacher support personnel

Pre-conference workshops to be
held on Wednesday 23 September
will be adver%sed in the coming
weeks. There will be an addi%onal
cost for these half and full day
workshops.

share stories from the classroom and have %me to
network with peers
discover solu%ons to curriculum and networking issues
in educa%on
be exposed to the latest thinking and ideas around ICT
in educa%on
par%cipate in hands-on sessions

Online registraon is now open at
www.qsite.edu.au/2015
Registra%on Fees (include GST)
Early Bird Rates register by 28 August 2015
Member - Early Bird: $264
Non-member - Early Bird: $374
Standard Rates a6er 28 August
Member: $308
Non-member: $418
Presenter Rates: Member $154
Presenter Rate: Non-Member $265
Pre-Service teachers: Member $99
Pre-Service teacher: Non-Member $121
Registra%on includes lunch and light refreshments on
Thursday and Friday.

Conference Dinner will be held Thurs 24 Sept
Registra%on for Dinner: $70
Registra%on enquiries to: Lyn Allsop, QSITE Execu%ve Oﬃcer
oﬃce@qsite.edu.au

Townsville? How, What, Where?
Townsville Tourism
h,p://www.townsvillenorthqueensland.com.au/
Accommoda%on:
Closest to conference venue
Mercure Townsville (hotel) - www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-1753mercure-townsville/index.shtml
Palmer Street - close to restaurants and city entertainment zone
Oaks Gateway on Palmer (apartment hotel) www.oakshotelsresorts.com/oaks-gateway-on-palmer
Oaks M on Palmer (self contained) - www.oakshotelsresorts.com/
oaks-m-on-palmer
Ibis Townsville - www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-5935-ibistownsville/index.shtml
The Strand - beachfront, close to shopping, restaurants and cafes
Jupiters Hotel and Casino - www.jupiterstownsville.com.au
Aquarius on the Beach - www.aquariusonthebeach.com
Water's Edge - www.watersedgethestrand.com
Mariners North - www.marinersnorth.com.au
Near the beach in a quiet area
Seagulls Resort - www.seagulls.com.au
Backpackers - in the heart of the nightclub precinct
Rambutan is Australia's ﬁrst ever 5 star 'glam-packers' resort
www.rambutantownsville.com.au
A*rac%ons:
Reef HQ - www.ree_q.com.au
Museum of Tropical Queensland - www.mtq.qm.qld.gov.au
Townsville Marime Museum www.townsvillemarimemuseum.org.au
Magnec Island - www.magnecislandtourism.com
Paluma - www.queensland.com/a,racon/paluma-and-crystalcreek-rainforest
Billabong Sanctuary - www.billabongsanctuary.com.au
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Diﬀerent by Design
By Mr Shane Skillen
Director - Digital Pedagogies
Brisbane Girls Grammar School

Abstract
Human thought is lost! The rituals, discipline and scholarly tradecra6 which hold the key to
catacombs of deep thought within human society are being dismissed by our young. Or are
they? Mr Shane Skillen, Director of Digital Pedagogies in this provocaon argues that we are
yet to appreciate the complexies of knowledge acquision in the informaon age. If
teachers and parents can idenfy the commonalies and respect the diﬀerences, they can
help young people develop a meaningful, crical and reﬂecve aNtude towards deep
learning and understanding.

I

o/en ﬁnd myself involved in conversaons from
various perspecves, about young people and the
nature of deep thinking. Increasingly my research on
this topic leads me to a paper, or an arcle lands in
my inbox about neuroplascity, the diﬀerences between
deep and surface learning or perhaps the changing
adolescent mind. More o/en, however, I ﬁnd rades
against the use of technology and the role it plays in the
acquision and development of knowledge. So I am
frequently struck by our deep ambivalence and
dichotomous disposion towards technology: it is our
great saviour and at the same me, our nemesis. Despite
the anpathy, I will argue that the informaon age
connues to unveil disrupve technologies with the
potenal to radically change and shape the way we live,
and even the process of decision making. Technology has
ushered in the era of Design Thinking!
In the scope of human history, the informaon age is but
a speck on the lens. I read somewhere once that the
wage for a Roman legionnaire remained the same for 300
years. The industrial revoluon had its roots in the
ﬁ/eenth century and developed for almost four hundred
years before culminang in the onset of mass producon
in the early tweneth century. The informaon age is but
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ﬁ/y years in the making and really only took oﬀ with the
rapid expansion of the World Wide Web in the 1990s.
Fast forward twenty short years and we are now
witnessing the emergence of 3D prinng as a consumer
level process which is threatening to turn the concept of
manufactory on its head. These technological innovaons
and their associated complexies have rapidly become
essenal to our way of life. So why are there so many
detractors simultaneously prophesying the end of human
thought?
Technology is o/en imagined in popular culture as the
cause of our demise. Science and speculave ﬁcon ask
of technology, ‘What if?’ The answer o/en looks like
HAL9000 from 2001 A Space Odyssey, SkyNet from
Terminator, or Ultron from the Marvel Universe.
Technology is o/en the arbitrator of evil in such
scenarios. On October 22, 1895 the famous derailment of
Gare Montparnasse garnered worldwide media
coverage. Even today the famous image of a steam train
ending up on the Parisian sidewalk of Place de Rennes is
sll today emblazoned on retro art posters as a reminder
of the malevolence of technological advancement.
Hindenburg, the Y2K/Millennium bug and most recently
the bot net conspiracy all reiterate this fear.
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This famous image is sll today used as a reminder of the malevolence of technological advancement.

Technophobia runs deep in our common imaginaons,
but my observaons are that it features far less in those
of the young. Their answer to the technological ‘What if’,
is a very diﬀerent one. While some of us have grown up
and old with the worry that computers will eventually
outsmart us, the young seem safe in the knowledge that
it has and will connue to improve us. In this age of
mobile apps, Photoshop and high deﬁnion visual eﬀects,
young people are scepcal about our fears, resistant to
our warnings of computer derived dystopias, and
quesoning of our percepons. A/er all, thanks to Your
Baby Can Read DVDs, Reading Eggs, Mathlecs and most
recently apps, they have experienced the acquision of
knowledge through technology for the enrety of their

short, busy lives. The thought processes of our young
digital naves is not diminishing or becoming shallower;
they are merely developing diﬀerently.
Is it hard to imagine a world in which people are inspired
to push boundaries and think deeply about a concept in
a YouTube video or the ﬁconal freedom of a novel or
ﬁlm? It shouldn’t be; in fact it is most certainly
happening. A study in the UK found that one third of
university students were drawn to STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths) not through the
laudable examples of Brunel or Curie, but through ﬁlm
and other media. A quick iTunes search reveals a
plethora of zombie and vampire movies. Rather than
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decrying this trend, can we not see in it the likelihood
that it may inspire a generaon of potenal
immunologists, virologists, anthropologists, all
unknowingly theorising and discussing the best
approaches for pandemic disease control. Films like Iron
Man and Star Wars, and computer games such as Mine
Cra6 are potenally inspiring a generaon of architects
as well as electrical, mechanical, and biological engineers.
Anton Chekhov once wrote: ‘Man can be be,er when you
can show him what he can be like’. Technology can show
this just as readily as it has shown us doomsday at the
hands of tech-gone-wrong—so perhaps we can be,er
recognise how our young are establishing thought
processes if we look to their surroundings. The
possibilies of a limitless future, the bombardment of
informaon and the uncertaines of their own career
pathways are forcing them to ﬁlter copious amounts of
informaon, retrieve what’s relevant or of interest and
store it for later, a process quite comparable to what a
computer uses to replicate thought .
In ancient history, religious piety and fervour structured
thought. The advent of Gu,enberg’s Press and the
printed page propagated free thinking and the expansion
of machines and science fostered our desire and
established a process by which to understand, catalogue,
process and control our natural world. This boom in
science conceived the informaon age and the advent of
the knowledge worker where people can network, trade,
crowd-fund or crowd-source ideas, and micro-ﬁnance for
social good and socialise in virtual environments. This
expanse of seemingly limitless possibilies is a boon for
creave thought and endeavour. Adaptaon is
everything, and remaining stac and single-minded is a
sure way to ﬁnd yourself on a Parisian sidewalk in the
Gare Montparnasse sense.
So how can we approach or deﬁne the process of deep
thinking with any relevance to the present? How does a
producve young person begin to solve complex
problems? I think part of the answer lies in what has
become known as Design Thinking. Spending me with
the queson, ‘What if?’ This is the foundaon of creave
endeavour! It isn’t the realm of daydreamers, me
wasters and procrasnators. The ﬁrst stage of Design
Thinking is to empathise or understand all of the
possibilies before ﬁne-tuning or selecng an area of
emphasis: ‘What if we could … ?’. The next phase,
Ideaon, returns to the queson: ‘What if it looked
like ... ?’ Prototyping, tesng and evaluang follows on
and the consensus is once again on repeon,
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interacon, linking ideas to knowledge and crical
analysis, all undoubtedly qualies of deep thinking and
all skills that can be further developed in an engaging
manner through technology. Arguably there’s one
emergent skillset is causing a signiﬁcant and disrupve
impact on our way of life — the ability and willingness to
augment the use of technology. These experimental
interacons with technology combined with a collecve
of agile minds leads us to discoveries which nobody
knew we needed to discover, and inadvertently evolves
us.
Deep thinking hasn’t le/ our young; it hasn’t departed
the tracks, plummeted as a ﬂaming ﬁreball or diluted
itself over the World Wide Web. The majority of our
young people are asking, ‘What if?’, spreading their
networks, storing knowledge and crowd sourcing to
foster their understanding, discover what’s important,
and determine what relevance this knowledge has in
their lives. It is hard for our young to philosophise on the
world and the way in which it works. Their fear perhaps
is in dwelling with a thought for too long in case all other
things change.
If I can oﬀer them any advice to span their producve
lives it would be in the sage reﬂecve words of
HAL9000 and put yourselves ‘ … to the fullest possible
use, which is all I think that any conscious en(ty can
ever hope to do. ’
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The second coming of coding:
Will it bring rapture or rejec%on?
By Peter Albion

C

oding, aka computer programming, made it
into the headlines earlier this year when
Federal Opposion Leader, Bill Shorten, asked
Prime Minister, Tony Abbo,, whether he
would “support coding being taught in every primary and
secondary school.” The Prime Minister inially derided
the idea with a comment about kids going to work as
coders at age 11 but later conﬁrmed that the
Government was already supporng the concept in the
naonal curriculum.
Those of us who have been around schools for long
enough will recognise this as at least the second coming
of coding in the classroom. It was there when compung
ﬁrst began to appear in the mathemacs curricula of the
mid-1970s but the ﬁrst big push was when Logo became
available for Apple Computers in the early 1980s.
Seymour Papert (1980) was unimpressed by what
seemed then to be the future of computers in educaon,
children being taught by computers. Instead Papert
thought it be,er that the children should teach the
computer, drawing on the experience that most of us
have that one of the best ways to clarify our
understanding of something is to explain it to somebody
else. He devised the Logo programming language
speciﬁcally for educaon.
Logo was designed to be easily accessible at a basic level
so that young children could quickly learn the rudiments
but rich enough to support more advanced programming.
It was used successfully with very young children and to
teach university computer science courses.
Papert also devised the ‘turtle’ which could be driven
around on the ﬂoor under computer control, making
simple programming concepts concrete. The mechanical

turtle was expensive so most implementaons of Logo in
classrooms were restricted to using the same
instrucons to drive a ‘turtle’ around a computer screen.
Within a decade Logo had all but disappeared from most
school classrooms. That was despite development of
mulple versions of the language with graphic and other
extensions, including interfaces to support control of
Lego and other systems. There were schools, including
some of the early adopters of laptop programs, that
made Logo a feature for a me but the focus of
compung mostly shi/ed to standard oﬃce applicaons
and the World Wide Web.
I don’t know that anybody has ever sasfactorily
explained the virtual disappearance of Logo despite
research that demonstrated its educaonal value. I
suspect that the cause was that the classroom
applicaons seldom progressed beyond drawing simple
geometric shapes on the screen or producing short
animaons. The likely cause of that may well have been
that few teachers had any real concept of what else
might be possible with the tools at their disposal.
Programming has connued and expanded in schools
over the past couple of decades but that acvity has
been very largely in secondary schools and, with few
excepons, a specialised subject taken by a minority of
students. There has been no widespread adopon of
programming or coding as part of general educaon in
either secondary or primary schools and no apparent
impetus for such adopon, unl now.
Over the past ﬁve years or so interest in compung in
schools has emerged around the world. The terminology
varies – programming, coding, computaonal thinking –
but the same broad ideas are in play. The shi/ has not
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been sudden; there are hints of it in Friedman’s (2006)
discussion what is needed in educaon for the ﬂa,ened
world. The drivers have included corporaons concerned
about where they will ﬁnd the talent to spearhead their
next advances in compung and governments concerned
about the future of their economies.
The Digital Technologies subject in the new Australian
Curriculum: Technologies (ACARA, 2014) has proposed
computaonal thinking as a key idea and presented some
elements of programming as core to a general educaon.
The review of the naonal curriculum (Donnelly &
Wiltshire, 2014) expressed some scepcism about the
proposals for digital technologies, apparently on the basis
of suggesng that other countries are not doing it and
Australia ought not lead the charge. The exchange in
Federal parliament cited above suggests that it is an idea
whose me has come but there connues to be public
debate about the possible place of coding in schools.
There are voices raised in support of an introducon to
coding as part of a general educaon. Sterling (2015) is
one who argues that the centrality of coding to modern
technology makes it important for all to understand the
possibilies even if we have no expectaon that all
students have careers in coding any more than we expect
that all will become arsts as a result of studying The Arts
in school. His posion is actually less in favour of children
using technology in classrooms than developing some
understanding of the principles of computaonal thinking
upon which the technologies depend. I suspect that
trying to rebo,le the genie of computers (or tablets and
smartphones) in the classroom is a lost cause but I agree
that understanding something of how things work and
the potenal for new applicaons is important.
At the other end of the spectrum there are arguments
that a li,le bit of coding in classrooms may be a
dangerous thing (Merkel & McNamara, 2015). Their
argument is that simplisc approaches to coding
misrepresent the nature of informaon technology by
encouraging ad hoc nkering. The reality is that
informaon technology depends upon the systemac
approaches of so/ware engineering implemented
through team work. Their assessment of the proposed
digital technologies curriculum is that the ancipated
outcomes would challenge some students in university
programs.
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Interesngly, with the arguable excepon of Kevin
Donnelly, none of the voices cited above could claim
much familiarity with school educaon, let alone the
challenges of teaching compung to primary school
children. Bron Stuckey (2015) has voiced an opinion from
an educaonal perspecve and admi,ed, in response to
a comment, to having taught Logo in the mathemacs
curriculum. She is not convinced that coding is the new
literacy, preferring science for that role with coding
included under its umbrella. She recalls that she learned
to code in BASIC, a common acvity in the early days of
personal compung when there was li,le or no so/ware
other than what one could code mostly by copying from
code sourced from others. She also notes that she no
longer uses that knowledge and knows few or no people
who have any use for coding in their daily interacons
with computers. She suggests that coding may be best
learned outside of class me though the logic and
computaonal thinking that underpin it may be more
vital in general educaon.
There are many things taught and learned in schools that
have limited everyday ulity for most people –
trigonometry, calculus, atomic structure, geography of
foreign lands, European history, to name a few.
Nevertheless we probably do not need to add to the list
and should take care that new addions to the
curriculum seem relevant. Certainly we want teachers to
see the value of the curriculum even if it is not
immediately apparent to the children in their classes.
The Australian Curriculum: Technologies (ACAR, 2014)
speciﬁes the creaon of visual programs and refers to the
use of a visual programming language. The most widely
known language of that kind and the one most likely to
be used in addressing those aspects of the curriculum is
Scratch (scratch.mit.edu). Somewhat ironically Scratch
has been developed out of the same laboratory that
Papert established and led at MIT. The use of drag and
drop pieces to construct simple programs makes it even
easier to get started with Scratch than with Logo and it
lends itself to the creaon of animaons and games that
children will likely ﬁnd movang. How far Scratch, or
any of the similar languages that have appeared, can be
pushed toward developing ‘useful’ programs is not
enrely clear. Some variants are extensible and the
RALﬁe project (ralﬁe.org) has developed some extensions
to one variant, Snap! (snap.berkeley.edu), that enable
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remote control of Lego and other systems.
My guess is that most teachers, and learners, will ﬁnd
Scratch and its variants similar to Logo and for that
reason it is at risk of meeng a similar fate. The most
obvious projects involve simple animaons and games
that may demonstrate knowledge of programming and
other subject ma,er but have no obvious ulity in the
real world. Enthusiasts may persevere but the already
crowded curriculum will squeeze out all but the most
necessary and minimal eﬀorts at coding in many
classrooms.
How should educators respond to this second coming of
coding in the schools? Is this the long awaited rapture of
compung in the classroom or will it end in another
round of rejecon? How should we be responding to this
opportunity?
On balance I tend to agree with Bron Stuckey (2015). I
have some coding skills and I do occasionally use them
but not most days. However, the residue of my coding
experience does have beneﬁts in my applicaon of
computers in day-to-day life. A large part of that residue
is probably the logic and computaonal thinking that
Bron wrote about. I do think that having some knowledge
of programming helps me to see and follow the logic of
unfamiliar applicaons. It also raises my expectaons
about all aspects of design in digital technologies and
makes me more crical of applicaons and websites than
some of my non-coding colleagues who have no reason
to expect that systems should be more usable than they
are. My capacity to analyse things in ways that lead me to
construct spreadsheets or other tools to manage roune
tasks is also enhanced and I am more likely than my
colleagues to use tools like auto-text expansions and
keyboard macros to automate repeve tasks. On
balance I think that having learned coding has developed
my capacity for logical and computaonal thinking in
ways that enhance my day-to-day use of digital
technologies.
The children now in schools are so-called ‘digital naves’
who, compared to older ‘digital immigrants’, are
supposed to possess superior capabilies for working
with digital technologies by virtue of having grown up
with them. Simple observaon of younger people
working with technologies should be suﬃcient to refute
that view as a generalisaon. Many of them are adept
with some common technologies and a few have
extensive skills but for most of them conﬁdence and
facility with social media is a superﬁcial veneer and there

is li,le depth to their knowledge of the technologies they
use. That is logical when we realise that the speed of
technological development means that nobody is really a
‘digital nave’ who grew up with current technologies.
We are all ‘digital immigrants’ living by our wits with
constantly evolving technologies.
Perhaps the role of general educaon is not to prepare
students to take up careers that may disappear before
they enter the workforce but to develop the capability to
live by their wits, manifesng resilience in the face of the
only real constant, namely change. The nave/immigrant
dichotomy with respect to digital technologies has never
really been valid. The analogy of residents and visitors
(Jones, 2011) is probably more apt, be,er reﬂecng the
diﬀerences between those who stay long enough in any
context to develop some degree of comfort and those
who do not stay long enough to care or really need to
know.
So far as coding or programming is concerned we need
suﬃcient people with specialised skills to build the digital
worlds that we will inhabit but not everybody needs to
be a builder. For most of us it will be suﬃcient to
understand the possibilies well enough to have a
sensible conversaon with the architect or builder or
perhaps to have suﬃcient skill to be ‘digital
renovators’ (Jones, 2011), able to adapt what we ﬁnd to
be,er suit our needs.
If we interpret the Australian Curriculum: Technologies
(ACARA, 2014) appropriately it is not about turning every
child into a programmer or so/ware engineer. It is about
developing computaonal, design, and systems thinking
as means toward creang preferred futures. For that to
happen tools like Scratch can provide a useful starng
point but we will need to move beyond that to engage
students in designing and developing soluons to real
problems that require computaonal thinking. Teachers
who have limited experience of engaging in ‘digital
renovaon’ to adapt their own digital environments to
be more suitable may struggle to imagine and implement
suitably authenc learning acvies (Lankshear, Snyder,
& Green, 2000). Our real challenge may be in assisng
colleagues to develop the necessary aMtudes and
aptudes to take charge of the digital technologies in
their lives and prepare their students to do likewise. If we
can do that we may not achieve rapture but may at least
maintain suﬃcient enthusiasm for the second coming of
coding to avoid rejecon.
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The Queensland STEM Educa%on Network (QSEN) is a new terary consorum which aims to improve and advance
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathemacs (STEM) capacity in Queensland.
Griﬃth University is the lead instuon in a consorum of terary partners including the Queensland University of
Technology, University of Queensland, James Cook University and the University of the Sunshine Coast and is funded
by a $2.85 million grant over three years from the Federal Government’s Australian Maths and Science Partnership
Program (AMSPP).
AMSPP was formed in response to a 2012 report by Australia’s Chief Scienst, Professor Ian Chubb AC, which idenﬁed
troubling trends in maths and science. AMSPP is seeking to redress that situaon through innovave partnerships
between universies, schools and other relevant organisaons and stakeholders.
The major goals of the Queensland STEM Educa%on Network are:
1.

To raise awareness, interest and achievement in science and mathema%cs among Queensland
junior secondary students leading to increased STEM enrollments at senior secondary and ter%ary
levels

2.

To engage students, parents, teachers, guidance oﬃcers and the broader community to demys%fy
and raise awareness of the importance of STEM educa%on and STEM related careers

Collabora%ve Networks
QSEN’s role will include providing engaging, informal, out-of-class STEM experiences that capitalise on the experse,
resources and infrastructure available at each of the partner universies. It will also aims to raise STEM career interest
and awareness through acve engagement with those in posion to inﬂuence or advise young people, including
parents/carers, teachers, careers advisors, work experience co-ordinators.
QSEN will achieve these goals in collaboraon with key stakeholders across Queensland including the Oﬃce of the
Queensland Chief Scienst, the Department of Educaon Training and Employment, the Science Teachers Associaon
of Queensland, the Queensland Associaon of Mathemacs Teachers, Queensland Society for Informaon Technology
in Educaon and community, local educaon and parent groups.

Enhancing STEM Education capacity across Queensland
Contact: Kay Lembo
Manager
Queensland STEM Education Network
E: k.lembo@griffith.edu.au
Ph: 07 555 27899
M: 0407 028 182
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